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The basic tenet of surgery for gliomas is the concept of safe maximal resection.
Maximization of surgical resection has been shown to be of significant prognostic benefit
in both high-grade as well as low-grade gliomas.[1] However, the discordance between the
estimated extent of resection and the true extent is huge with surgeons overestimating a
gross total resection in almost 70% of cases.[2] Most of these “misses” are due to inadequate
intraoperative visualization of tumor residue due to the infiltrative nature of the disease.
Therefore, augmentation of intraoperative visualization is invaluable when dealing with
gliomas.
Intraoperative imaging techniques in neurooncological surgery can be broadly
categorized into two types – Radiological imaging and Optical imaging. The two are
complementary and their use (singly or in combination) varies across neurosurgical
setups.[3] Our review will focus on the optical imaging techniques, and we will discuss
our experience with amino-levulinic acid (ALA)-guided fluorescence and review our
protocols of use.
Radiological imaging techniques
i) Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging (iMRI) – Since its description in 1997 by
Black et al from Massachusetts, USA,[4] randomized control trials and meta-analysis
have been performed in trying to understand its actual effectiveness. Though the
results of such analysis have shown that it improves gross total resection rates, the
overall survival benefit is missing[5,6]
ii) Intraoperative Ultrasound (iUS) – Intraoperative ultrasound has rapidly emerged
as one of the most commonly used adjuncts in neurooncological surgery. It is a
versatile tool, relatively cheap, provides dynamic imaging and can be combined
with navigation to further improve the extent of resection.[7] With adjuncts like
contrast-enhanced US and elastosonography, its use is likely to expand in the near
future.
iii) Intraoperative Computed Tomogram (iCT) – Based on similar applicability as iMRI.
Multidisciplinary operating suites integrated with iCT, navigation etc. have been
described to reduce the cost burden on institutions.[8] However, its role in intra-axial
tumors like gliomas remains equivocal.
Table 1 highlights the salient pros and cons of each of these techniques.

Overview of Optical Imaging techniques
Optical imaging (OI) techniques have rapidly evolved in the last decade, especially with
the success of ALA-based fluorescence in malignant gliomas. In principle, OI utilizes an
optically active biomarker and a corresponding (compatible) detection technique which
is combined in a practical and mutually compatible way. Depending on the biomarker
properties which interacts with a suitable light (of specific wavelength range) by means
of a host of physical mechanisms (including but not limited to scattering, reflectance,
fluorescence and so on) an appropriate detection system can be used to provide actionable
information intraoperatively. Some of these techniques find use even as ex vivo imaging
tools (i.e., to study and image tissues after removal outside the body as a means of
complementing rapid pathological diagnosis), but we will restrict our discussion to
intraoperative surgical adjuncts.
Outline of various OI techniques
The ideal OI technique would be one which exploits differential optical properties of
tissues (normal as well as abnormal) providing a high signal-to-noise ratio coupled with
a practical and user-friendly detector system. None of the available OI technologies
presently tick all the boxes. However, an accelerated pace of research and innovation
is likely to bring the next generation of OI techniques close to the ideal. Generally,
OI techniques are surface imaging techniques with minimal depth imaging. This is
because of the optical properties of the incident light. Most of the OI techniques use
light in the visible spectrum (400-700nm) or in the spectral range close to this, which
has negligible penetration. Penetration is better with wavelengths in the near infrared imaging (NIR). Some of the techniques employ tomographic imaging and can
provide 3-dimensional imaging. But most of these tomographic techniques are yet to be
clinically deployed. We will broadly review the different OI biomarkers and available
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Table 1: Comparison of Intra‑operative radiological imaging techniques
General

Availability
Ease of use

iMRI
Low field (0.5T) and high
field (1.5/3T) variants.
Recently role of iMRS has
been evaluated

Limited to a handful of
specialized centres
Needs a specific

Real time
Very Good. Familiar
Image
modality
resolution
Orientation of Very good
image
Examination
time

iUS
iCT
Tumour characteristics
Less studied in
studied in terms of
neuro‑oncology as
echogenicity. 3DNUS,
compared to IOUS and
CEUS, elastography have iMRI. used commonly
been areas of interests
in trauma surgeries and
emergency settings
Freely available across Limited
almost all setups
Portable
Needs a setup. Mobile IOCT
scanners available
Good. Some studies
Poor image contrast with
suggest it to be as good respect to brain tumours
as MRI
Requires training. Very
Good
good if navigated US
used
Very little
Less than iMRI

Significant ‑ depending
upon additional sequences
obtained, patient transport
time, equipment draping
Multiple image Possible but is time
Possible. Very ConvenientPossible but increases
acquisitions
consuming
radiation exposure
Field of view Whole brain
Focal
Whole brain
3D
Yes
Yes, possible
Yes
Continuous
No
Yes
No
guidance
Alteration of Significant
Minimal. Merges into
Yes
surgical flow
existing workflow
seamlessly
Additional
Significant
Negligible
Yes, but less than MRI
infrastructure
Cost
Very Expensive
Inexpensive (even when Expensive
navigated US used)
Surgical team Cumbersome and time
Convenient
Cumbersome and time
convenience consuming
consuming
User
No
Yes
No
dependent
Evidence
Yes
Yes
Limited
supporting
role in
Neurosurgical
Oncology

technologies [Figure 1] before discussing in detail the clinically relevant and currently
used OI strategies.
Optical biomarkers
The presence of a suitable optical biomarker is essential for any of the OI techniques. The
interaction of this biomarker (chemical moiety) with the specific property of the light used
results in the detection system which is employed for the purpose. These biomarkers
may be a specific component of the tissue being evaluated (endogenous markers) or
introduced extrinsically (as is the case with most label based fluorescent techniques),
or the architectural makeup of the tissue itself which confers specific optical properties
(which is utilized in some of the autofluorescence and other the label-free techniques).
Dye or label based OI techniques
These are generally based on the principle of fluorescence. Fluorescence is the ability
of certain chemical substances to absorb light energy (of a specific wavelength) and
reflect it almost simultaneously at another characteristic wavelength (usually of a higher
wavelength). When the emitted light is within the visible spectrum of light, the resultant
fluorescence can be appreciated by visualization as a specific color. Generally visualized
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spectrum of light is 400-700 nm and many of the fluoresce wavelengths which are used
fit into this allowing for visualized fluorescence [Figure 2]. In fluorescence image-guided
surgery (FIGS) research and practice, fluorophores operating in the NIR region (>
700nm) are often used, because of superior imaging characteristics compared to light in
the remaining visible spectrum. More specifically, the lower background and improved
tissue penetration (a consequence of diminished scattering, endogenous fluorophore
absorption and autofluorescence) makes NIR light more suited. However, this has to be
balanced against the need for background visual information of the structures which is
essential if surgery is to proceed in real-time along with the optical guidance.
Fluorophores may include intrinsic components of the tissues being interrogated (referred
to as endogenous fluorophores- such as intracellular products like NADH, NADPH or
protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) and extracellular components like collagen and elastin) or are
administered (exogenous – dyes like fluorescein, indocyanine green (ICG), etc.) specifically
for this purpose. Autofluorescence though useful is generally a weak signal and may not be
useful as a surgical tool given the limitations of currently available technology. Therefore,
fluorescence is induced either by enriching the intrinsic signals (using a prodrug - as is
the case with ALA induced accumulation of PPIX) or by administering an exogenous dye.
Exogenous dyes/fluorophores can further be classified based on their mechanism of
action as:
• Passive agents – these are themselves fluorophores. They passively localize to the
various extracellular body spaces, generally based on permeability characteristics
and lack specificity. These include fluorescein and ICG
• Active or Metabolic agents – These are generally prodrugs which get metabolized
intracellularly to active fluorophores. Based on the differential metabolic makeup of
tumor and normal tissue, these confer specificity to the localized fluorescence. The classical
example is ALA-induced fluorescence based on the accumulation of intracellular PPIX

Figure 1: Chart depicting the various optical imaging biomarkers and the available technologies to detect them along
with properties of the ‘ideal dye’ and the ‘ideal technology’

Figure 2: Diagrammatic depiction of visible and Near Infrared (NIR) spectrum of light. UV – Ultraviolet,
ALA – Aminolevulinic acid, ICG – Indocyanine green
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• Molecular targeted agents – To increase the specificity of localization of the
fluorophore, they could be conjugated with specific targeting ligands. The most widely
used ligand in gliomas is anti-EGFR or EGF antibody. The fluorophores can also be
packaged within nanospheres which reduce the non-specific binding and provide
the opportunity to multiplex ligands allowing for multi-functional particles.[9]
Limitations of exogenous dye/ label based methods[10]
When using a dye/extrinsic label, one needs to factor in the bioavailability of the dye/
label. There is also the need for high signal to noise ratio, which means a significant
differential in site-specific targeting (signal) with relatively low non-specific background
uptake. Potential toxicity and tolerance must be considered as well. Finally, the drug
approvals for these labels/dyes is quite a long process and may be challenging.[11]
Label-free techniques
These OI techniques do not require any exogenous agent and hence are very attractive to
use. They rely on the interaction of the incident light with the tissues. Broadly speaking,
based on these interactions the techniques can be divided into:
1. Autofluorescence based on endogenous fluorophores. As in the exogenous labelbased techniques, these employ the principle of fluorescence. They can be contact
probe-based or non-contact imaging systems
2. Light reflectance imaging systems: These are based on the diffuse reflectance of light
and include Diffuse Reflectance spectroscopy and imaging as well as its various
modifications including Hyperspectral imaging, Multiphoton imaging and Laser
Speckle contrast imaging
3. Scattering of light: These include probe-based (and recently microscopic imaging)
systems utilizing both elastic as well as inelastic (Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman)
scattering of light. Raman spectroscopy has gained recent interest as a useful tool
though in vivo application is still not widely implemented
4. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an optical imaging modality that detects
singly backscattered or back-reflected light to reconstruct depth-resolved, tomographic
images of biological tissues. It has a high spatial resolution (range of micrometers) and
can image depths of few mm providing a 3-dimensional imaging akin to ultrasound
(except that OCT involves reflection of light and not sound).
All these can be used in vivo (but instrumentation and real-time interpretation remain
challenging) as well as ex vivo in the operation theatre (OT) but outside the body to
interpret the margins/ specimen.

Instrumentation/Technology for Detection of Optical Signals
The detection of the optical signal and its transformation into clinically usable information
is very important for OI. They may be free-standing systems like microscopes or hand-held
devices like the endoscope or probe based detectors.[12] These systems can be divided into:
• Wide Field Imaging (WFI)
• Microscopy
• Spectroscopy.
Table 2 compares these platforms. WFI collects the optical signal for direct visualization
with magnification and transforms it into a colour video for visualization (direct
visualization being the more accurate interpretation). This is the most widely used
system and includes free-standing microscope platforms as well as hand-held probebased endoscopic systems, of which the former is most widely used. Depending on
the wavelength of the emitted light, this can be visualized by the naked eye (as is the
case with ALA, fluorescein) or is transformed by an algorithm into a visible signal (as
in ICG). WFI provides a broad field of view which is important during surgery and
is real-time and easy to use. However, it lacks spatial resolution and because of the
geometry of light excitation and collection, it has poor sensitivity for detection of the
signals at the extreme ends of the spectral range. Microscopy provides high-resolution
imaging but the trade-off is the extremely small field of view. Confocal microscopy is
a common method employed. Spectroscopic methods are probe-based techniques with
very high sensitivity and the added advantage of spectrally resolved (entire spectral
range can be evaluated) imaging. Quantification of the spectra increases its accuracy.
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Table 2: Comparative features of the different detection platforms currently
available
Field of view
Spatial Resolution
Quantification (objectivity)
Sensitivity (signal to noise
ratio)
Multi‑spectral detection
Ease of Use
Real‑time
Platforms

Wide Field imaging
Wide (cm)
Low (mm)
No
Low

No
Yes
Yes
Microscope/Endoscope
(non‑contact imaging
systems)
Compatible OI technology Fluorescence, Diffuse
reflectance, OCT

Microscopy
Very small (µm)
Very high (µm)
Possible
High

Spectroscopy
Small (mm)
Moderate (sub‑mm)
Possible
Very High

Possible
No
Quasi
Contact held probes/
Non‑contact imaging
systems
Fluorescence, OCT,
Raman

Possible
No
Quasi
Contact held probes

Fluorescence, Diffuse
reflectance, Raman

However, integration into the surgical workflow still needs to be optimized before it can
become routinely deployed in the operating room. An ideal platform remains a distant
reality [Figure 1]. It is difficult to get all these features in a single platform as some of
them are mutually exclusive.
Quantitative contact held probe-based microscopy and spectroscopy as well as
microscopic imaging and spectroscopic (spectral resolved) imaging techniques are
much more sensitive and quantitative. But the drawback is that they cover much smaller
areas of the surgical field and may not have rapid and sufficient coverage like widefield techniques. There are difficulties in visualizing, analysing and interpreting signals
especially in real-time making them good research tools but cumbersome for practical
intraoperative decision-making. Evolving research, has moved closer to providing an
ideal platform (like OCT-confocal microscopy/ light sheet microscopic imaging/en-face
structured illumination microscopy and many more), paving the way for an exciting
future for clinically implementable OI technologies.[10]
Commonly used fluorescent agents
Despite a plethora of OI techniques, only a few have found their way into routine clinical
use.
The commonly used techniques include the following:
• 5–Aminolevulinic Acid (5-ALA). Intracellular uptake and subsequent metabolism
of this prodrug leads to preferential accumulation of endogenous protoporphyrin
IX (a fluorophore) producing violet red emission at 635-705 nm wavelength when
excited with blue light (400 nm range). The concept of 5-ALA guided neurosurgery
was first mooted back in 1998 by W. Stummer et al from Germany.[13] The seminal
paper by the ALA-Glioma study group headed by the same author in 2006 described
the findings of a randomized controlled multicenter phase III trial comparing 5-ALA
guided surgery with surgery under the traditional white light. It was reported that
contrast enhancing portion was resected in 65% of cases under fluorescence and
36% of cases under white light. The patients who were given 5-ALA had a 6-month
progression free survival of 41% as compared to 21% in the latter.[14] As experience
increases, higher rates of resection have been reported since then. A meta-analysis of
literature published in 2019 has found gross total resection rate of 76%.[15] Systematic
reviews have also proven that there is level II evidence showing benefit of 5-ALA
guided surgery in malignant gliomas with respect to parameters such as diagnostic
accuracy, tumour resection extent, overall survival and quality of life as compared
to the more widely practiced navigation guided surgery.[16] The American Food
and Drug Administration then gave commercial approval for the 5-ALA drug in
2018 which led to opening up of avenues for fluorescence-guided surgery using a
specific microscope filter.[11] Correspondingly, after 2018, a surge in the number of
publications in literature describing experience with FIGS has been noticed. Though
the role of ALA FIGS in malignant gliomas has been well-established, indications for
use in other tumors (such as invasive meningiomas, biopsies for lymphoma and germ
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cell tumours) is expanding and continues to evolve with accumulating evidence.[17]
A literature review of paediatric brain tumours in 2019 from the pioneering group
of W. Stummer et al found 5-ALA to be effective in resection of glioblastomas,
anaplastic ependymomas and anaplastic astrocytoma while not so much in pilocytic
astrocytomas and medulloblastomas.[18] Improvements in detection techniques and
increased sensitivity means that fluorescence can be detected even in LGG paving
the way for its use in these challenging tumors[19]
• Sodium Fluorescein (SF). Sodium fluorescein is an intravenous dye with extracellular
accumulation leading to yellow-green emission when exposed to 500-550 nm
wavelength light (yellow range). The first description of intravenous SF dye for
differentiating normal and malignant brain tissue was by Dr. George Moore in
1947.[20] A landmark experimental and clinical study published in 1997 by Kabuto M
et al opened the gates for further research of the utility of this dye in neurosurgery.[21]
However, separate filter usage for SF was proving to be cumbersome and in some
cases inadequate in demarcating the contrast enhancing portion. This shortcoming was
addressed by Kuroiwa T et al. in 1998[22] when they described an integrated microscope
system with an excitation filter. This was later on backed by evidence of results on 30
patients published by the same group in 1999.[23] Specific 560nm wavelength dedicated
yellow filter for SF integrated with microscope was first described by Rey-Dios R and
Cohen-Gadol AA in 2013.[24] This enabled to reduce the required dosage of the dye
by almost ten times. The first European approval for its application in neurosurgery
was obtained in 2015 in Italy.[25] An important multicenter prospective phase II study
findings across Italy were published in 2018 named as the FLUOGLIO trial. The
sensitivity and specificity of SF localizing high grade glioma tissue were found to
be 81% and 79% respectively.[26] Some of the other brain tumours where this dye has
been applied effectively include cerebral metastasis[27] and primary CNS lymphoma[28]
• Indocyanine Green (ICG). ICG is also an intravenous dye with extracellular
accumulation albeit invisible to the naked eye. The emission wavelength is near
infrared i.e., 805 nm. ICG for neurosurgery was initially and subsequently most widely
applied in the subspecialty of vascular neurosurgery. Raabe et al[29] from Germany, in
2003, first described its utility for better visualization of live vascular flow and then in
2005 described the microscope integrated near infrared technology.[30] However, the
description of ICG for demarcating CNS gliomas was first shown in 1996 by Haglund
et al.[31] ICG makes use of the disrupted endothelial junctions within tumour cells to
extravasate and enhance tumour tissue (analogous to Fluorescein). Thereafter, there
have been studies elucidating the technique better known as second window ICG
(SWIG) and its application not just for the traditional intra axial tumours but also
extra axial ones viz. pituitary adenomas, craniopharyngiomas etc.[32] However, its
diagnostic accuracy and utility still need to be proven in large studies and till then it
remains an experimental modality.
Amongst these dyes, 5-ALA and SF are the ones commonly used for fluorescence imaging
[Table 3]. An interesting analysis of cost effectiveness of each intraoperative imaging
entity revealed that FIGS itself provides a more cost benefit option to patients with high
grade glioma as compared to radiological intraoperative imaging techniques.[33]

Perspectives, Scope and Future Prospects
OI techniques are mainly used for diagnosis, intraoperative localization and guiding
extent of resection.[9] 5-ALA is the most widely studied and used dye and may
serve as the gold-standard when compared to other dye-based (and label-free) OI
techniques. It is worthwhile to highlight that one should interpret studies of diagnostic
accuracy carefully.[34] The assessment of tumour margins is one of the main goals in
neurooncological surgery. Understandably, this is the area where maximum research
is ongoing. A multimodal approach comprising 5-ALA in conjunction with other
intraoperative modalities like intraoperative ultrasound, intraoperative MRI, along with
functional neuromonitoring, represents a more pragmatic option which may overcome
the fallacies of each other.[35,36] Due to its differential fluorescence pattern in malignant
gliomas, it can be useful in excision of the infiltrative edge (beyond the enhancing portion)
of the tumour and also for selectively targeting the fluorescing area when biopsy is
planned. Its role has also been proven to be beneficial in photodynamic therapy due to
its photosensitizing properties.[37]
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Table 3: Comparison between aminolevulinic acid (ALA) and fluorescein
induced fluorescence techniques
Feature
Biological Basis

ALA
Active intracellular uptake and
metabolic conversion to PPIX which
accumulates selectively
Violet red emission at 635‑705nm

Imaging
Characteristics
Pharmacological
profile
Route of
Oral
administration
Time to fluorescence Peak at 4‑6 h

Fluorescein
Passive extravasation into areas of
increased permeability; marks all
perfused tissues
Yellow Emission At 500‑560nm

Intravenous

Within seconds after administration
in normal tissue
Fluorescence intensityWeaker than fluorescein, less
Strong; good background
and background
background information
information
Fluorescence lifetime 9‑12 h
48‑72 h
Microscope
Required
Required for low dose fluorescein ().
modification
High dose fluorescein as previously
used, does not require any special
filter
Operator dependent Yes ‑ needs training to operate under Less so as it has better background
blue light and needs frequent shifting light discrimination.
from white light to blue light
Diagnostic Accuracy
Sensitivity
High
Very High
Specificity
V. high
High
Positive Predictive
V. high
High ‑ depends on threshold since
value
all tissues show fluorescence
Negative Predictive Low
High ‑ due to extravasation into
values
peritumoral edema and presence in
normal tissue, CSF and blood
Tumour delineation Delineates the enhancing portion
Delineates only the contrast
of the tumour as well as T2 Flair
enhancing portion of the tumour
abnormalities ‑ may assist in
supramaximal resection which is of
proven benefit
Photo‑bleaching
Yes
No
Side Effects
Photosensitivity
Yes ‑ need to keep patient in dark
No ‑ does not need abstinence from
room for atleast 24 hours
sunlight in immediate post‑operative
period
Systemic toxicity
Negligible
Hypotension especially in cardiac
patients. High dose fluorescein can
stain skin yellow for 48‑72 hours;
reports of anaphylaxis
Clinical Validity
Validated in large clinical trials. FDA Few trials conducted. Approvals
approved
awaited.
Large volume of published clinical
Limited clinical experience
experience
Cost
Very High
Low
Adapted from– Moiyadi AV, Stummer W. δ-Aminolevulinic acid-induced fluorescence-guided resection of brain
tumors. Neurol India. 2015 Mar-Apr;63(2):155-65

The Tata Memorial Centre Experience with ALA-FIGS
We have been routinely using ALA-guided FIGS in our practice since 2010. The specificity
of the ALA-induced selective intracellular PPIX accumulation ensures maximum accuracy
for gliomas. We use it for all suspected malignant gliomas which are amenable for radical
resection [Figure 3]. As the cost of the ALA remains a limiting factor, its routine use is
limited to patients who are able to afford it, though occasionally insurance schemes or
other health care schemes permit its use. We have found strong fluorescence to have a
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Figure 3: Illustrative case of ALA FIGS of a glioblastoma. (a) MRI (T2WI & Post contrast) showing a heterogeneous
peripherally contrast enhancing neoplasm in the right frontal lobe. (b) Blue light image after the superficial corticectomy
showing intense bright red fluorescence of the tumor core. (c) White light image of the tumour mass. Note the
demarcation of tumor and surrounding brain is not very evident. (d) Corresponding blue light image of the strongly
fluorescent tumor core showing the extent of the tumor. (e) Tumor edge (faintly fluorescing tumor edge + non-fluorescent
white matter) clearly demonstrated. (f) Post-operative MRI (T2WI & Post contrast) showing complete resection

100% positive predictive value leading to GTR in 66% cases,[36] almost the same figure
as the study group in the landmark ALA randomized trial.
However, faint fluorescence remains a challenge in terms of interpretation. Here, it is best
to use complementary modalities and employ functional mapping before proceeding with
resection. In particular, we noted faint fluorescence extending to the ependymal layer,
where it can be non-specific and need not be resected.[38] Further, as has been reported
in literature too, the negative predictive value of fluorescence is poor. This means that
the absence of fluorescence does not rule out tumor.
We have developed a protocol where we combine navigated ultrasound with fluorescence
guidance always and the two complement each other. The US is able to detect these
non-fluorescing tumor residues which are often the infiltrating peripheral edge of the
tumor,[3] thereby optimizing the resections.
During FIGS, we routinely sample different tumor regions and submit them for
histopathological examination. Our investigation revealed that besides the more
commonly known biological heterogeneity within GBMs, there exists a hitherto unknown
biochemical heterogeneity (i.e., pathologically identical high-grade tumor areas showing
diametrically opposite fluorescence characteristics).[39] The underlying basis for this
biochemical heterogeneity is still unclear. But it opens avenues for basic and translational
research offering an opportunity to modulate the cellular fluorescence and optimize it
for diagnosis as well as potential therapeutic use (photodynamic therapy).

Protocol and Practical Implementation of ALA- FIGS
We have earlier published our protocol for use of ALA during FIGS for malignant
gliomas.[40] We use it strictly for malignant gliomas with contrast enhancement which
are potentially resectable [Figure 4]. Selection is also based on affordability (as the cost of
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Figure 4: Flowchart depicting our protocol for subjecting malignant glial neoplasms to fluorescence guided surgery.
ALA – Aminolevulinic acid, US – Ultrasound, IONM – Intraoperative Neuromonitoring

the ALA is presently high). We have used ALA as part of a research study too. Broadly
to reiterate, our protocol is as follows:
Preoperatively: First, the known contraindications to use of 5-ALA are ruled out viz.
porphyrias. Simultaneous use of phototoxic drugs is avoided. The patient is started
on steroids (Dexamethasone 4mg thrice a day atleast two days before surgery).
Operation theatre in-charge and the anaesthetists are intimated beforehand (to avoid
miscommunication leading to cancellation of surgery after patient has consumed the
ALA). Microscope filter and light lamp should be checked preoperatively to ensure it
is working well. The patient is administered 20 mg/kg ALA orally approximately 3-4
hours prior to the planned time of surgery. The idea is to have the tumour area exposed
around 4-6 hours after ALA intake (peak accumulation of PPIX). This time limit can be
stretched to as long as 8-10 hours.
Intraoperatively: Operation theatres lights are kept at minimum intensity. Patient
positioning, painting, draping and incision is as routinely followed. Intraoperative
adjuncts can be used as deemed necessary. To help in adaptation to the alternating
blue light filter, the intensity of white light must be kept as low as possible. Microscope
eyepiece image is to be preferred over the image projecting on-screen as this has better
accuracy. Surgery proceeds by toggling between the white and blue lights alternately
as and when required. The fluorescence is most useful towards the tumor periphery to
discern its boundaries from the normal white matter. Bleeding, clots, haemostats and
overhanging brain tissue are to be avoided as much as possible as they may lead to a false
negative image. It is imperative to look beneath them to rule out any area of fluorescence.
Although theoretically photobleaching (drop-in fluorescence strength on excess exposure
to the excitation light) and photosensitization (Damage to the surrounding normal tissue)
are known to occur, practically their incidence is negligible. In any case, precaution may
be taken in the form of surgical patties covering the surrounding field. It is imperative
to never chase all the fluorescent area especially close to eloquent areas.
Postoperatively: The exposure of the patient to direct sunlight in the immediate
postoperative period can theoretically lead to extreme skin reactions (though large studies
have reported such reactions to rarely occur). As a precautionary method, patients are
kept in either dark rooms or the shades of the window are drawn when shifted after
surgery. This protocol is followed for at least 24 hours at which point a postoperative MR
is done and the patient may be shifted back to a regular postoperative ward.

Conclusion
Optical imaging has emerged as a useful intraoperative imaging adjunct especially for
diffuse gliomas. ALA-FIGS is the standard of care for resection of malignant gliomas and
indications for other tumors are increasing. Fluorescein based resections are attractive
especially considering their cost-effectiveness. However, specificity remains to be
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established in larger studies. Many alternative optical imaging strategies, especially the
label-free imaging techniques show promise and, with refinements in instrumentation,
are likely to come into routine intraoperative use in the future.
Abbreviations
ALA – Amino Levulinic Acid
CEUS – Contrast enhanced Ultrasound
EGFR – Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
EOR – Extent of resection
FIGS – Fluorescence Imaging Guided Surgery
ICG – Indocyanine Green
iCT – Intraoperative Computed Tomography
iMRI – Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging
iMRS – Intra-operative Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
iUS – Intraoperative Ultrasound
NADH - Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide
NADPH - Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate Hydrogen
NIR – Near Infrared
OCT – Optical Coherence Tomography
OI – Optical Imaging
OS – Overall survival
PFS – Progression free survival
PPIX – Protoporphyin IX
SF – Sodium Fluorescein
WFI – Wide Field Imaging
39GwAQ7PeH7fJTFa4DXguurfn7GULq2pTs.
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